
CHAPTER 1
Types of firms

- When setting up a firm there are many legal structures that can used: sole proprietorship to limited liabilities
corporations

- The choice depends on the countries incorporations legal system

Corporate organizations in the financial industry
1. Mutual funds: mutual organization, the investors are also shareholder (customers are shareholders)
2. Banks: typically listed corporations (limited liability companies) but some are cooperatives or credit unions
3. Insurance: can be limited liability companies or mutual organization
4. Hedge funds and private equity fund: limited partnerships, with general partnerships and limited partners

The Corporation
- Legal entity in its own right. Has right and obligations under the relevant legal system
- The owner are shareholder, their liability is limited to the amount they have invested to buy the shares
- Has governance structure: shareholders appoint a board of directions to represent their interest, and the board

appoint a management team headed by a ceo
The choice of legal structure has important important

- Risk for the different parties •  tax • conflict of interest • possibility to raise capital • survival of business

Financial statements
- Accounting reports issues periodically to present past performance and a snapshot of the first assets and the

financing of those assets
- Regulations generally require publicly listed companies to file their annual financial statements with listing

authorities; they must send an annual report together with their financial statement to their shareholders.
- Must be verified by the auditor
- Investors, financial analysts, managers and other interested parties such as creditors rely on financial statements to

obtain reliable information about a corporation

Accounting Standards
- Language of financial statements
- GAAP: generally accepted accounting principles
- IFPS: international financial reporting standards
- US GAAP: in the US only (companies who want to issue securities is the US have to convert to GAAP)

Role of auditors
- Must check that the financial statement present a true picture of the finances of the company, must sign off the

statements by providing a statement to the shareholders
- Problem: conflict of interest

Types of financial statements
1. Balance sheets(Statement of Financial Position)

a. Lists the firm's assets and liabilities and shareholders equity
b. Provides a snapshot of the firm's financial position at a given point in time (what the firm owns, assets, and

owes, liability)
c. Two sides of the sheet must balance
d. Asset = Liabilities + stockholders equity, → If we owe more than we own, we have negative equity

2. Income statement
a. Lists the firm's revenues and expenses over a period of time, last line shows the net income (aka profits or

earnings)
3. Cash flow statement

a. How much cash the firm has generated, how the cash has been allocated during the set period
b. It's important → need to pay bills and maintain opentation and is the source of any return of investments

4. Statement of changes in shareholders equity

Shareholders equity (capital)
The difference between assets and liabilities constitutes the shareholders equity aka book value of equity
An accounting measure of the networth of the firm
Main components:

1. Share (equity) capital (money invested directly by shareholders in exchange for shares of the company)
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CHAPTER 5

Commercial Banking
1. Retail banking

a. Clients = retails (individuals)
b. provide residential $ consumer loans
c. Accepting small deposits

2. Wholesale Banking
a. clients = corporates & Institutions
b. provide commercial & industrial loans
c. Funded with deposits & purchased funds

Commercial Banks

Traditional Products and Services New Products and Services

Deposit accounts Investment banking services

Credit services Consulting services

Payment and collection services Risk management services

FX Services Broker/dealer services

Credit enhancement on payment guarantee Insurance services

Agent or fiduciary services Asset management

Multiple Roles of Banks
- Borrowers, custody agents, lender, trustees, liquidity providers, credit enhancement, payment channel, conduit for

monetary policy

Money Creation: How it works
Bank

- Loans: asset, making a load to business
- Deposit: liability, the money from the loan into a deposit account for the business

Virtual Banks vs. Conventional Banks

Similarities Differences

Regulation & capital requirements No physical branched allowed

Banking products & services partnership ecosystem

spending otters & discounts lower costs, 24/7 Service, enhanced security

Trends in the Banking industry
- Accelerating de globalization & geographical concerns
- Radical changes in the microenvironment
- Upheaval in the ways we work
- throwing challenges from tech players & embed ed finance
- Transformed customer expectation
- Increasing urgency or social & environmental sustainability
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65. Fat Finger Capital Management manages a Global Macro hedge fund for Ultra HNWI with a 2/20 fee structure and
high watermark. Launched in 2010 the fund achieved the highest NAV of $100 per share. At the end of the next year,
due to EU sovereign debt crisis and the reach of the U.S national debt limit, the fund’s NAV plunged to $70 per
share. At the end of 2012, as the severity of EU sovereign debt crisis subsides, the NAV rebounds to $90 per share.
On which amount of gain in NAV can the fund manager collect performance fee from the fund clients at the end of
2012?

a. $20
b. $90
c. $100
d. The fund manager cannot collect performance fee from clients

66. Which of the following are NOT common characteristics of both hedge funds and private equity funds?
a. Organisational structure as partnership
b. Fee structure with a combination of management fee and performance fee
c. High denomination
d. High portfolio diversification
e. All of the above
f. None of the above

67. The minimum return necessary for a hedge fund manager to start collecting incentive fees is called the
a. High water mark
b. Beta
c. Alpha
d. Hurdle rate

68. Which of the below strategies can help hedge funds and private equity funds limit problems due to panicked
redemption demands from investors?

a. Lock up rules
b. Side pockets
c. Long redemption periods
d. All of the above
e. None of the above

69. If a private pension plan fails in the US, what happens to workers pensions?
a. They lose all their pensions
b. Pension liabilities are taken over by the PBGC
c. Pension liabilities are taken over by the Fed

70. For Hong Kong’s MPF, under the Employee Choice Arrangement (ECA), employees can
a. Change their allocation choices within the employer plan
b. Transfer their contributions to another MPF plan of their choice
c. Transfer both their employers and their own contributions to another MPF plan

71. Which US regulator oversees the security industry?
a. The Fed
b. The SEC
c. The FSOC
d. The FSB

72. Which is the equivalent to “the US regulator oversees the security industry” in the EU?
a. ECB
b. ESMA
c. ESRB
d. BCBS

73. Which of the below is NOT a goal of financial regulation?
a. Ensure adequate consumer protection
b. Ensure the integrity and fairness of markets
c. Monitor the safety and soundness of financial institutions
d. Ensure the stability of the overall financial system
e. Protect sophisticated investors

74. Which type of risk have regulators globally been trying to identify and manage through the set-up of the Financial
Stability Board and similar regional boards?

a. Operational risk
b. Systemic risk
c. Credit risk
d. Counterparty risk

75. What are CAMELS ratings and what are they used for
a. Credit rating agencies use them to valuate emerging countries sovereign debt risks
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6. When a life-long chain smoker attempts to purchase a life insurance policy, the insurance company faces the
problem of moral hazard.

a. True
b. False (adverse selection)

7. Which of the following is NOT a key element of SWFs:
a. Invests solely in domestic assets

Venture capital firms are usually organized as
b. Limited partnerships

8. The MPF is a
Defined contributions plan
Defined benefits plan

9. Which of the below strategies can help hedge funds and private equity funds limit problems due to panicked
redemption demands from investors?

a. 1,2,3 ALL

10. A “Cat bond” is an example of:
a. Insurance Linked Securities

11. In Close-end Fund investors may buy or redeem shares at any point, where the price is determined by the net asset
value of the fund.

a. False
12. Denomination intermediation means investors can participate in equity and debt offerings that, individually, require

less capital than they possess.
a. False

13. 'Insurable Interest' is the right of the policyholder to effect insurance, arising out of certain relationships that may
exist between the policyholder and the subject matter insured

a. True

14. Imagine that HKSAR Government issues a Cat Bond linked to a severe earthquake. What will happen to investors if
the earthquake takes place but is not meeting the criteria of the bonds?

a. COUPONS + PRINCIPAL? Not sure i will just do that one.
15. An Open Perils insurance policy insures against any losses

a. except from perils specifically named in the policy (e.g. homeowners insurance)
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